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Active Shooter is normally all too common a phrase in the news these days. The type of book
that leaves you just a little stronger, a bit more ready." - Lawrence Kane The glad tidings are that
you do possess options. You don't need to be a helpless victim! There are things you can figure
out how to boost your survivability! This book will teach you how you can survive. In the
intervening years, Alain has continuing to learn, grow, study, publish, and educate. Surviving a
shooting isn't a linear process as others indicate, and this book will teach you when and how
exactly to Escape safely, how exactly to Deny the shooter usage of you if you can't escape, and
how exactly to successfully work alone, or as a team, to Attack Back and provide the killer down.
Hiding and wishing isn't a plan and can likely get you killed. Learn to survive! This reserve is
made to save lives! Advance Praise: “Alain Burrese has created the definitive guidebook to mass
shootings—and how to maximize your likelihood of surviving one. And the common-sense
guidelines he recommends aren’t simply relevant for shootings—they’re well calibrated to help
you keep yourself as well as your family secure generally." - Barry Eisler "I have been studying
the issue of energetic killer response for a lot more than two decades. I've browse every reserve
on the subject and also have both attended and taught countless classes on this issue. Without
question, Alain's reserve is the very best reference for active killer response available on the
market today." - Jason Hanson "No-one wants to be a victim, yet learning how to successfully
reduce the chances of an armed threat could be a significant task. Putting the knowledge in this
book to use could actually save your lifestyle. That’s the defining message of this very helpful
book. Alain's exclusive methodology of Escape, Deny, and Attack Back again is founded on the
central theory: you have to MOVE! I got the privilege to read a draft of his most recent
publication, Survive a Shooting, that you now keep in your hands. Succinct, clear and accurate
are simply what I anticipate from Alain. Endure A Shooting offers another thing. I hate touchy
feely jargon, but Endure a Shooting is normally empowering. But you can find actions you can
take. Yes, it’s bad Alain points out. You are not helpless." - Greg Ellifritz “Way back the 1990’s,
Alain Burrese founded himself as a leading thinker in self-defense circles when he published
Hard-Won Wisdom from the School of Hard Knocks. Instead of jacking up the fear to create a
marketplace, Alain took a potentially terrifying subject and created a calming, empowering book.
It really is sad and awful that we even have something to spell it out these horrific acts.” - Rory
Miller "Survive a Shooting is a must examine for anyone that could have to engage an active
shooter or mass murderer. Alain did an excellent job detailing the annals of mass shooting
circumstances and what we must be prepared for later on; and also what we can perform to
mitigate this ominous danger." - Dr. Dale Comstock "The CIA trains operatives to survive in
hostile environments. His knowledge, experience, and pragmatic strategy create powerful,
trustworthy tips that everyone got to know. In order to figure out how to prevail in an active
killer attack, you need this book in your library. His tips is definitely both thorough and powered
by industry best practices. Nevertheless, with the proper training it's a surmountable one. If I
would put my entire life (or a member of my family's) in someone else's hands during a dynamic
shooting, I can think of no better person to safeguard it than Alain Burrese. Survive A Capturing
trains people to survive active threats. The reality is that we reside in a world that can, at times,
be quite dangerous.
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".Another great feature is that the author references other books, of which you will see the best
summary . It’s also a way of giving ‘civilians’ permission to be intense and violent within their
own defense and should end up being an addition to any other active threat training in the
public or private sector.. deposit book, it's a report guide My wife gets the Amazon account but
this review is from Thomas Gordon.S.It is great for the complete lay-person, and yet also a great
resource for an expert.Do you know the best way to avoid obtaining trampled or killed by a
panicked mob? Nobody has a more important stake in your as well as your loved ones protection
than you.. and put it together in a very easy to read, very helpful resource. It is ideal for school
teachers, workers in offices, or realtors. I'll add a image or two in a day to show why by this. This
is a "will need to have" book upon this subject. All I could say is: "Obtain it!.I cannot recommend
this reserve enough! It's the most complete reserve of it's kind. Even if you usually do not, you
will lack for nothing at all with this resource at hand..Incredibly Great Resource! A superb book
on an important subject! Actually with all of the training I have had, I learned a great deal out of
this publication. With an understanding of the significance of the topic, Alain skipped the non-
sense and gets right into the core subject - "what may i do to have the best probability of
surviving an active shooter?" Alain is comprehensive and detailed without making points heady
or unreadable. You don't have to be considered a martial artist to understand the information.
Anyone who reads this will leave with an improved understanding, and the sense of calm that
can only come when you know what the danger is and have a plan to respond if the need arise.
and you might also choose to browse that book later. Personal Safety comprehensive and
Breadth With over 40 years of military and law enforcement encounter I was a bit biased before
reading Alain’s book “Survive a Shooting” even after reading numerous glowing testimonials. In
fact, it begins in the 1760s through the French and Indian Battle! To somebody with a
background in related fields, it was sort of cool to see all of this stuff devote one place and then
put together with some brand-new stuff added. These references provide a roadmap for readers
to follow and expand their understanding base and knowledge of current and historic
issues.Having been through recent ALERTT and CRASE schooling in addition to a Christian
ministries based security training session meant for church and parochial schools I came across
that “Survive a Capturing” covered most of the same concerns my training had covered and a lot
we had not. I have go through many books on subjects of self-defense, violence, the psychology
of violence .One point We especially like is Alanis use of the “Escape-Deny-Attack Back again”
triangle illustration how to move to respond without needing to analyze their method up or
straight down stairs, or a ladder, before reacting to a threat.I firmly think that this book should
be required reading for everyone, at every level, working in our open public and private schools,
universites and colleges. Surveys of past events (Chapter 1) and response versions (Chapter 5)
demonstrate the breadth of the author's knowledge; Personally, it is replacing three additional
books that I had kept in my reading library only for a few parts of information both contained.
this is not some slap-dash work but the item of an obviously qualified trainer/instructor.The
author is a pal of mine who is an attorney, a fighting techinques instructor, and a graduate of the
U. and despite being pretty much informed, I am amazed by how much more I have learned
from this reserve. Army sniper college. He has managed to get his objective to spread the data of
personal security issues as widely as you possibly can throughout the population. But this
reserve will provide you with the tools to raised your chances of surviving.This ought to be in the
office of the person in charge of school security and the appropriate sections ought to be
assigned reading for all teachers.I highly urge the school to get at least one copy. Better would
be to possess at least one for personnel and one for the institution library. This matter is



normally very important to me, since I have two kids in your college. For example Alain includes
a list of school and various other mass shootings to be able to give a history of the subject and it
is probably the most total I've ever seen. Worth your time and money It distills thousands well
worth of classes and books to their essence, providing a dense, meaty result without filler. As
well as perhaps a color print of the cover ought to be taped to leading door to dissuade a threat
in the planning stage. Dear Sirs,I recommend this book. Five Stars Good study Knowledge that
can save a life. I'm always thinking about what Alain has to say. His teaching helps prepare my
mind. This great resource could truly save your life! Functions of terrorism are on the rise, like it
or not, and “dynamic shooting” circumstances are an act of terrorism. This example sucks. This
book may be the culmination of years of research and to my knowledge there is no more
comprehensive solitary source on how to prepare and in extremis deal with this terrible
possibility. You are responsible for your safety; the authorities can’t continually be there before
something happens. Learn how to care for yourself..How thorough is Survive a Shooting? After
reading it, I'd need to say, very. This is from a letter I wrote to my children's school after a
dynamic shooter drill. In addition, it replaces a set of DVDs where the person discusses the fatal
funnel and ambushing a gunman. This reserve covers those same ideas.Do you the ultimate way
to shock a gunman, or where to stand to ambush him as he comes through the entranceway? It
is so very clear that the writer has taken great time and work to compile the unquestionably best
info, the most recent research .Lacking cover, which are the best way to endure a grenade (yes,
there is one)? Therefore, what's the cause of the missing star? Then, you need to read this book
and you may.Survive a Shooting could become the regular by which all other books on the
subject get judges.How can you Survive a Shooting? Buy this book and discover, but don’t just
read it, study it. It could save your life. Very well written and full of great information! I
recommend this book to just about anybody. You can get back to it again and again and easily
find the info you are looking for! Personally I have already been in the martial arts most of my
life, therefore I have adequate background knowledge regarding the topics protected in the
reserve. This book manages to equip the reader with the food for thought that will allow them to
begin with to create a plan for safety in the event of being caught within an active shooter
situation. Because the President for the Korean FIGHTING TECHINQUES Masters Hall of Fame, I
am individually recommending this publication to all of the energetic ambassadors within the
business. Exceptional book but gives too much As I write We see 29 five star reviews and, getting
myself split over four or five will learn towards the 4 you need to be different. Alain knows his
stuff, he writes and clarifies and thinks well, and he's highly competitive and was decided to
create the best publication out there on this subject, a subject he has been teaching and
explaining for years. NO? Simple. An excessive amount of stuff. If I could be reassured it will in
fact be read rather than languish on a bookshelf I'll donate one myself.Now I look for myself
reading it for the 3rd time adding even more notes in the margins and highlighting tips We had
passed over. And his section on the many schools of thought on the ways to show response to
such episodes is again the most full that I've ever noticed and includes a huge variety of such
applications. But they are minor quibbles. A very well broken down and thought out focus on the
truth of a real-world shooting.Having been a technical trainer and firearms instructor I can
appreciate the amount of time and hard work required to research and compile the references
utilized to drive home critical elements. Superb work! If he overdoes it, well, skip over those
parts and move on to the parts the you either want or just enjoy reading about (honestly, and I
never thought I'd state this, I liked reading a great deal of this book. A must have for anyone who
takes this matter seriously. It's not a go through &. I purchased the book directly from the writer.



I’ve known Alain for several years as we’re both martial artists. I’ve been on the mat with him
many, often and he generally gives a fantastic seminar and includes a great work ethic. With this
publication, the work ethic and thoroughness once again showed through. That is a huge
publication but no fluff. It’s packed with just about every scenario you may realise of and a
whole lot I would have never considered. A person could go through this reserve once and
established it down. But also for me, it was more of a report guide. An incredibly comprehensive
book and an absolute must have for all your loved ones.
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